
best seo tips 
for blogging

The subject of SEO is HUGE and this is in NO WAY meant to be a comprehensive guide to all things SEO. These tips 
are being provided with an understanding that the readers of this particular document will have a varied levels of SEO 
“know how” so this might seem overwhelming to you OR it might be completely useless to you based on your current 
knowledge/skills when it comes to SEO. 

Also, understanding if you are new to SEO, some of the language included in this document might be new or unknown 
to you, so some further research on the basics might be necessary in order to fully comprehend/understand these tips. 

The three most important ways to optimize your client blog post (wedding/family/newborn etc…) 

1 | Keyword rich, specific and relevant URL’s

The URL for your post is given high priority when it comes to search results. If you can have very specific search terms in 
your URL that is going to benefit you greatly when it comes to your blog post being found in search results. 

As an added bonus, try to have the most relevant terms as close to your domain as possible. 

Good: cinnamonwolfephotography.com/blog/barn-wedding-venue-north-new-jersey
Bad: cinnamonwolfephotography.com/blog/mike-sarah-married-in-new-jersey

2 | Alt tagging each image in the post

Gone are the days of naming images the specific keyword you are looking to be found for (ie...New Jersey Wedding Pho-
tographer) and then adding every variation of that possible into the alternative text of an image on your site. This is key-
word stuffing and Google will pick up on it and dock you for it. 

The best way to describe how you should be adding alt text to your images is to add a description that would explain to a 
blind person exactly what the image is all about. That is what google is looking for. It takes a long time and it can get pretty 
boring and repetitive but adding alt text in this way will only help your images show in more and more search results. 

3 | Use of header text throughout the post 

Google also prioritizes header text throughout your blog post mainly because adding structured, organized content that 
is reader friendly is just good practice. Adding giant lumps and paragraphs of text is the opposite of all of that so thinking 
through the addition of header text for your blog content will help you steer clear of doing exactly that. 

Break up your text and put headers throughout. You can utilize H1, H2 and H3...all of it will help you. Added bonus if you 
make the header text keyword rich and highly relevant to the blog content. 



1 | Content

Content is what Google is all about right? Google loves words because words are how it can tell if that content is what the 
searcher is looking for. That is Google’s mission, so if you can help them accomplish their mission, they will like what you 
are doing. 

If you are sitting there thinking to yourself, “I don’t know what to say”, or “I’m a horrible writer so I’m going to just include 
photos in my blog post” then you aren’t allowed to complain about having bad SEO or not showing up in search results. If 
one of your main objectives is to get found online, then you will need to come up with some various strategies and ways 
to move past these obstacles around writing and/or blogging. You CAN do it...you just need to find some good tips and 
practice, practice, practice!! 

2 | Links

Links are a form of validation and social proof to Google. If your content consistently has links to other valuable content 
that has already been deemed valuable by Google then it will have an effect on that particular content. Linking to other 
sites, linking to more of your content on your site and also having other sites link to your site is all a powerful way to vali-
date and confirm with Google that the content you are sharing will help those searching. Winning.

Two other bonus ideas
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